
Practice Assessment #1                                      Name:___________________ 

  Show all your Work                                          Period: _________________ 

Solve each equation.  Justify each step with a property of equality.   

1. 42 – 8x = 62               Justification 2. x + 3x – 5 = -37            Justification 

3. 
12 x

9 5
                      Justification 4. 

1

2
(x + 30)  = -6            Justification 

Answer each problem below.   Write an equation, then solve to find the answer. 

5. Sarah went to the candy store and bought 60 pieces of candy.  She gave 

each of her 3 siblings the same amount of candy and kept 18 pieces for 

herself.  How many pieces of candy did she give to each sibling? 

6. Emma went to the store and bought 8 quarts of apple juice.  She had a 

coupon that gave her $3 off every 4 quarts of apple juice.  If Emma’s total 

after using the coupon was $22, how much does 1 quart of apple juice cost? 

 

7. Sacramento and San Francisco are 75 miles apart.  You are making a map 

using a scale of 3 cm : 20 miles.  How far apart will the cities be on your map? 

8. A 40 foot flagpole casts a 25 foot shadow.  Find the length of the shadow 

cast by a nearby building that is 150 feet tall. 



9. A 6 foot tall man casts a 15 inch shadow.  A nearby tree has a shadow that is 8 feet 8 inches long.  

What is the height of the tree in meters?  Round to the nearest hundredth of a meter. 

10. A car is traveling at a rate of 1,250 yards per minute.  How long will it take for the car to travel 2 

miles?  Round to the nearest tenth of a minute. 

Answer each problem below using dimensional analysis. 

11. A gazelle is running at a constant rate of 16 yards per second.  A lion is chasing it traveling at 35 

miles per hour.  Will the lion catch the gazelle at these rates or will the gazelle get away?  Explain 

and provide evidence to support you conclusion. 

12. Gas Station A charges $3.26 per gallon.  Gas Station B charges 4 dimes for 1 pint of gas.  Which 

gas station should you use to fill your tank?  Explain and provide data to support your choice. 

13. A faucet can fill a tub at a rate of 5 quarts every 3 seconds.  How long will it take to fill the tub with 

100 gallons of water? 

 

 


